Increased PET and MRI image intensities of mouse prostate tumors were correlated with histostaining tumor characteristics. The hypothesis was that increased intracellular sodium µMRI signal intensities and flouro-2-deoxy-glucose utilization by µPET in apoptosis rich regions in tumors were positively correlated as chemosensitivity assay of Taxotere. The PC-3 cancer cell line induced prostate tumor MRI and PET images and histology slices were digitally captured and compared in pre-and post-Taxotere treated tumors. The optimization of inversion recovery MRI parameters was done to generate sodium images of phantom. The 18 FDG biotransformation was optimized to measure PET image intensities. A criterion was developed to evaluate malignancy by histology. For correlation, regression analysis was done using imaging, histology, and immunostaining data from PC3 tumor after 24 and 48 hours post-Taxotere treatment. Apoptosis indices were calculated by histostaining and ss-DNA antibody assay. Sodium MRI and PET signal intensity distributions were comparable at specific locations relatively and measured in tumor tissue regions. In tumors, Taxotere
Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) microimaging multimodal technique is emerging in experimental tumor pharmacodynamic characterization. Rapid time-dependent monitoring of docetaxal Technology in Cancer Research & Treatment, Volume 7, Number 3, June 2008 chemosensitivity by sodium MRI was reported as research tool in cancer therapy (1). However, the registration and measurement of MRI/PET visible tumor image characteristics accurately remains a problem to correlate it with tumor physiology and histology characteristics.
Intracellular sodium MRI signal intensity increase in glioma, necrosis, apoptosis, and infarction was considered to observe sodium uptake and intracellular sodium status after loss of membrane integrity or energy metabolism (1, 2) . Measurement of intracellular sodium by triple quantum technique using shift reagent was reported (3). Recently, optimization of inversion recovery time (IR) using MRI inversion recovery pulse sequence measured rapidly intracellular sodium without invasive infusion of shift reagent (4). The 18 F-Fluoro-deoxy glucose positron emission tomography ( 18 FDG-PET) dynamic scanning indicated hyper-glycolytic regions but caused the angular rotating image uncertainty while MRI generated static images (5).
The present study on experimental model of PC3 injected mouse prostate tumor presents static deformed PET registration with slice-by-slice MRI sections for possible quantification of MRI/PET visible tumor imaging and its histology correlates to evaluate Taxotere chemotherapy monitoring. A quantitative criterion was developed to compare the MRI/ PET microimaging tumor intracellular sodium signal intensities and PET active hyper-glycolytic regions, with histology tumor malignant features.
Theory of Relationship Between Sodium MRI and PET Signal
The sodium pump exchanges intracellular sodium across cell membrane simultaneously with glucose transport. MRI/PET signal intensities represent the status of sodium and glucose transport (6). The different inversion times (TI) applied during inversion recovery in pulse sequence are function of T1 relaxation signal intensity specific to extracellular or intracellular sodium concentrations in phantom (1, 4, 7) . The IR pulse sequence at optimal inversion time (TI) settings (TI = 25 ms) generates sodium MRI signal sensitive to intracellular sodium or protein bound sodium (1, 4) . The PET is sensitive to glucose uptake mediated with ATP and Na + /K + pump. The biotransformation of 18 FDG standard uptake value (SUV) in PET serves as indicator of glycolysis and metabolic status of cells in various malignant tumor stages (6).
Materials and Methods

Tumor Propagation and Microimaging
The PC3 induced tumors were propagated in five mice animals and treated with Taxotere ® (Aventis Pharmaceuticals, Bridgewater) as described elsewhere (1). The sequentially scanned extracellular sodium MRI (TI=15 ms) and intracellular sodium MRI (TI=25 ms) using san parameters (slice thickness=1 mm; TE=10 ms, TR=500 ms, NEX=2, FOV= 0.3 × 2.6 cm 2 , matrix 128 × 256, total scan time = 23 minutes) and 18 FDG-PET images (total scan time time = 90 minutes) of PC3 induced mice tumor area were acquired (1, 4) . MicroPET facility in Milstein Hospital building was used to demonstrate hyper-or hypometabolic tumor regions in Taxotere ® treated Taconic mice after injection of 100 μCurie 18 FDG by intravenous route. The tumor regions on MRI and PET images were prealigned by manual reorientation using tumor shape as pseudo marker as shown in Figure 1 .
Tumor Registration
Registration Algorithms: Using Pentium IV workstation with IDL (Research Systems, Inc., Boulder, CO), automated image registration (AIR) algorithm and mutual information (MI) algorithm were used for subsampling steps: 884, 442, 221, or 111 (XYZ subsampling) and prealignment by manual reorientation of tumor volumes within the algorithm's "capture" range as reported elsewhere (7, 8) . A rigid geometric transformation using six SUV and MRI imaging characteristics without smoothing was used in AIR and MI algorithms for 'convergence optimization' method (9). However, singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm was used to estimate the registration errors to give "perfect" registration transformation matrix (10, 11) . This transformation was applied to a set of points spaced in and around the mouse tumor. The SVD-transformed set of points was then retransformed with the inverse of the transformation matrix arising from the multimodality registration to visualize tumor pixels. The mean Euclidean distance between these final points and the maximum distance between these points measured the registration accuracy and the "functional performance" of both algorithms (12).
Histology Features and Tumor Evaluation Criteria:
A stereotactic MRI-PET match criteria was developed to predict tumor images by matched histology features. At different 16 locations of each tumor, the signal intensities were measured on matched μPET and MRI images and matched with histology sections to indicate different tumor features including cyst size, membrane breaks, beaded nuclei, extracellular space with graded pathology scale of mild +, moderate ++, and severe +++ as shown in Table I . For stereotactic MRIhistologic match, the total tumor areas on MRI and histologic images under high power field were divided into 4-6 different areas and evaluated for cell debris filled regions, active proliferation, counting of beaded nuclei, at each location from the left to right and top to bottom as described elsewhere (4). The MRI signal intensities were measured with reference to sodium phantom and PET signal intensities by color scale as described elsewhere (4). For histology-MRI/μPET correla-tion, regression analysis was done using MRI/μPET imaging and histology digital maps (4).
Registration and Similarity Match:
Tumor were assumed as rigid body. Based on rigid body registration principle, first tumor anatomic features were segmented from a MRI data set. The PET volume was simulated at the matched levels of MRI slices each 1 mm thick. Rigid registration method was used for similarity measure by using normalized mutual information (NMI) shown in Equation [1] and described elsewhere (13). where F is floating volume, R is the reference volume, and H is entropy.
The registration searches the transformation T rigid , as defined with three rotations and three translation parameters, which maximized the NMI between the floating volume F and the reference volume R of the tumor as shown in Eq. [2] (14).
Validation method: For validation of μPET image intensities, biotransformation was optimized and biotransformation data was acquired at different four time points of 10, 20, 50, 80 minutes after injection of 18 FDG through vein in tail. In serial images, the correction factor was set at biotransformation rate after 50 minutes to achieve isointense tumor images for registration with MRI images. For validation of MRI signal, signal intensities at different inversion times TI were plotted for images of two tubes with 10-150 w/v NaCl and 4, 10, 20, 30, and 40 w/v agarose in NaCl solutions (1, 4). Further, MRI image data were corrected for uniformity, sensitivity, and attenuation (3, 7). The μPET images were fused with transaxial MR images and volumetric region of interest (V tum ) were drawn on fused images by MEDEX software.
The tumor volume V tum by MR images was registered with the μPET static volumes (P tr and P em ) by rigid methods (14). Registration methods were compared to the ground truth histology sections and registration accuracy was evaluated by root mean square (RMSE) on all points of given point set x i , X
where M is tumor volume. T xi is transformation retrieved by the registration method, and histology is ground truth: T histology(xi) = identity transformation (I) for the P tr and P em .
Statistical Analysis: Imaging and histology data of tumor area with different cytomorphic features were compared by image processing using Optimas 6.5 and statistical correlation was calculated using PRISM 3.03 softwares. The sensitivity and specificity were calculated using false, true, and negative, positive observations as described elsewhere (4).
Results
The subcutaneous nine tumors measured 0.1 to 0.5 cm in diameter as shown in Figure 1 . Normal mice (n=3) images did not show hyperintense regions relative to body background signal. The sodium MRI signal intensities of tumors (n=9) were comparable with sodium phantom images at optimized inversion time (TI=25 ms) and echo time (TE=10 ms) as shown in Figure 1 . The selected tumor areas during imaging of prostate tumor tissues covered up whole tumor mass in mice animals (n=5). The biotransformation graph of emission rate was consistent up to 90 minutes as ideal PET data acquisition. The volume 'trimming' removed the extra image points not common to both PET and MRI data sets from tumor as shown in insert A of Figure 1 . The rigid geometric transformation by AIR and MI algorithms generated 'convergence optimization' of common data points of tumor visible a-d regions on both MRI and PET images as shown in Figure 1. The singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm estimated the registration errors up to 10% and generated registration transformation matrix by applying transformation to a set of points spaced in and around the mouse tumor. The transformation matrix visualized the tumor pixels up to 1.5 mm. The mean Euclidean distance between these final points in fused coregistered images and the maximum distance between these points measured up to ±10% accuracy as "functional performance" of SVD algorithm.
Taxotere Effect on 18 FDG-PET Hyperintensities (SUV Values)
The IR-MRI images showed better contrast between tumor and normal tissue compared to the EC-MRI images. The
[1] Taxotere effect was MRI visible with better contrast on IC MRI images after 24 hours Taxotere treatment as shown in Figure 2 . However, the effect of Taxotere after 48 hours showed reduced tumor areas and cytomorphic features (Mean ± sd) as shown in Table III . However, the delayed drug effect showed poor intracellular sodium contrast as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Hyperintensities on PC3 induced mice tumor in vivo dynamic PET image in one frame is shown in Figure 3 . The locations of tumor were distinct and measurable with resolution of 0.5 mm, as shown in Figure  3 . After segmentation, control mice tumor showed distinct tumor boundaries. Different colors indicated the metabolic activity distribution at different tumor locations. In 24 hours post Texotere treated mice the tumor size was reduced in comparison with untreated tumor in control mice at same location as shown in Figure 3 as extracted tumor areas. The distribution of metabolic activity at different tumor locations at a-d regions was significant to correlate these regions with malignancy and MRI signal intensities as shown in Table II . The distribution of both sodium MRI signal intensities and PET hyperintensities SUV values in different tumor regions was significant to correlate with regions showing malignancy characteristics by histology as shown in Table III .
Taxotere Effect on Extracellular and Intracellular Sodium Image Intensities
The EC images of in vivo PC3 tumors are shown in Figure 2 , at baseline, 24 hours and 48 hours after intravenous injection of 0.25 nl (1 mg/ml) of Taxotere in the femoral vein. Both EC-MRI and IR-MRI image showed contrast resolution similarity. The contrast enhancement in the IR-MRI line profiles following Taxotere chemotherapy is shown in Figure 2 . The multicontrast approach of combined IC and EC sodium signal provided best tumor visualization as shown in Figure 4 . The intracellular sodium [Na] i increase was distinct by IR- MRI imaging but poor by EC-MRI imaging after Taxotere chemotherapy. Using a standard high temperature sensitive super-conducting copper coil enhanced signal-to-noise ratio of IR-MRI images by a factor of 10 and decreased imaging time by a factor of 10 times.
Tumor Histology Evaluation Criteria and MRI-PET Imaging Comparison
The histology distinguished the tumor necrosis, apoptosis, and different malignant tumor features under high power field microscopy as shown in Figure 5 . Different tumor fea-tures were measured of cyst size up to 40-200 microns, membrane blabbing, beaded nuclei 2-5 per cell, and extracellular space up to 100-300 microns observed under high power field on slide and each division showed distinct MRI/PET signal intensities as shown in Figure 5 and Table III . The cyst showed MRI hypointensities and extracellular space showed MRI hyperintensities. The PET showed hyperintensities in both features. However, necrosis, cell proliferation regions showed isointense MRI images. The tumor evaluation criteria suggested a simple, reproducible tumor grading scheme with minimum intra-operator bias to evaluate the tumor microstructures. However, histology method showed 20% less areas due to shrinkage of tumor tissues as shown in Figures 5 and 6 . The delineated areas on both histology digital images and MRI-PET fused images showed a comparable tumor morphometric measurement with r 2 = 0.997, P value = 0.002 as shown in Figure 7 and Table III .
Registration Error and Accuracy Measurement
Rigid registration method showed two different points annotated as bright tumor regions and dark tumor regions on PET images. The brighter point set included all brighter nodes of the tumor from M original . The dark point set included all dark-gray voxels of tumor from tumor from M original . The RMSE for accuracy in millimeters for rigid registration method is shown in Table IV . The tumor regions from M original were registered with static (P tr and P em ) PET transmission and emission volumes.
Monitoring of Therapeutic Response by Tumor Histology and Signal Intensity Changes in IC Na MRI and PET Images
The effect of Taxotere after 12 hours was not visible by MRI and PET. Taxotere enhanced the localized tumor signal intensities on intracellular sodium on MRI by 30% and glucose uptake on PET by 15% after 24 hours as shown in Table  II . However, later the effect of Taxotere was reduced after 48 hours as shown in Figure 7 . The post treated 48 hours end-point histology suggested the tumor cytomorphology features of enhanced apoptosis, cyst size, and mitotic index comparable with enhanced IR sodium and PET signal intensities at these tumor locations as shown in Table III . Apoptosis was evident by Annexin V immunostaining and cell cycle CAS 200 histograms showed M and S phases of neoplasia in selected histology matched tumor regions shown in Figure  8 . However, these tumor tissue features were not feasible for histology and imaging co-registration
Discussion
The present study demonstrates multimodal MRI-PET imaging as semi-quantitative approach to predict chemosensitivity effect and can be used in pharmacodynamic drug monitoring. The novelty of multimodal approach was its potential to visualize sodium in tumor cells by MRI and glucose uptake by 18 FDG in tumor cells.
In vivo Taxotere injection doses used for mice were comparable to human clinical doses in present study. Early tumor features and malignant lesions in mice induced with PC-3 cell line showed biological, morphological similarities with many characteristics that closely mimic human prostate cancer (1).
The selection of tumor areas with hyperintensity pseudo markers in the tumor regions on MRI and PET images provided fine tumor alignment. However, better spatial resolution was a challenge as previously reported (15). The 'convergence optimization' of both MRI and PET common data points was reasonable and method was comparable with previous reports (6, 7) . The SVD functional performance was comparable to calculate registration error with acceptable accuracy (16).
The distinct sodium MRI and PET signal intensities in tumor solid sites and semi-solid or fluid filled cyst regions in tumors were in common with previous reports of tumor studies due to different pre-malignant or malignant stages (1, 2, 4) . The tumor chemosensitivity of Taxotere was associated with solid tumor shrinkage or tumor cyst development showing up with low IR-MRI signal and enhanced EC-MRI signal. This observation corroborated with other reports indicating more loss of bound sodium in prostate tumor after 48 hours than at 24 hours (1). Figure 4 : The figure represents the power of multiple contrast using total EC and IC sodium MRI (panels in top row), EC sodium MRI (panels in second row), and IC sodium MRI (panels A-C in third row). Optimization of inversion time TI changed the sodium weighting of sodium. Inversion time TI were set TI=35 ms for total sodium; TI=15 ms for EC sodium; TI=25 ms for IC sodium. Notice the phantom P1 and P2 indicate the different sodium signal intensities and selective suppression of intracellular sodium signal from extracellular sodium MRI images (in second row) and extracellular sodium signal suppression from intracellular sodium MRI images (panels A-C in third row).
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The MRI/PET 'similarity measure' and validation by root mean square error (RMSE) was feasible for PET and MRI tumor size (17). However, the PET method used the assumption that deformation to the intermediate tumor graydark point was proportional to the full deformation to the dark tumor regions in images. The causes of poor MRI/PET similarity measurement accuracy can be: (i) MRI segmentation errors transferred to simulated PET volumes; and (ii) poor NMI evaluation at tumor borders. These artifacts were minimized by simulating MRI tumor size from segmented tumor size or computing NMI between static PET transmission volume (P tr ) and small MRI volumes chosen along the line of maximum 0.6-0.9 voxels away from zero translation in order to avoid segmentation errors as reported elsewhere (13 ally, the choice of PET transmission volume (P tr ) for NMI based registration may also contribute poor results of registration to the PET emission (P em ) volumes due to poor tumor structure information in the emission volumes as earlier suggested (13-15). Moreover, the deformations were restricted to anatomically tumor areas by locating the sphere centers on the triangle nodes.
The new quantitative criterion was based on major cytomorphic and immunostaining features. The quantitative crite- rion served as numerical approach to measure tumor areas with different tumor cytomorphic features and MRI/PET signal intensities at matched locations up to 100 micron resolution after Texotere treatment. Main features were: cyst hypointensity on MRI, necrosis with cell proliferation hyperintensity on PET, semisolid mass hypointensity on MRI and PET both modalities.
However, coregistration of 3D co-ordinates on MRI/PET and histology digital images was decisive and comparable with other report (4, 18, 19) . The relationship of 18-FDG-PET signal intensities and sodium signal intensities at different tumor locations with matched cytomorphological details by histology may serve the purpose of cytomorphometrics and glycolytic tumor characterization to monitor real-time tumor chemosensitivity as a tool with possibility of in vivo diagnostic interpretation (20).
The real time monitoring of docetaxal drug chemosenstivity effect was validated in the present study in terms of shrunken tumor mass by sodium MRI and decrease in hyperglycolytic tumor tissue. However, the chemosensitivity effect was reduced after 48 hours in comparison with chemosensitivity effect after 24 hours. The tumor cytomorphometry features added quantitative evaluation of drug chemosensitivity and supported to our previous observations (1, 6).
However, there are several limitations of the use MRI/PET and predicting the tumor features. First, the tumor shrinkage during tissue processing of 4 micron tissue histology section limits the measurement of tumor histology area compared with 1000 micron thick MRI images. Second, 18-FDG PET images are dynamic and PET projection images limit the correlation of glycolysis rich signals with sodium MRI signal hyperintensities. Third, different tumor features observed under high power fields are not always true representative of tumor staging as assumed in criteria. However, the intracellular sodium and glycolysis relationship stands valid in progressing tumor cells with apoptosis as indicated earlier (20, 21) . In future, technical advancements in automated multimodal microimaging and 3D dynamic image processing may accomplish the better prediction of noninvasive imaging of intracellular sodium and glycolysis indicators as chemotherapy monitoring.
Conclusion
The enhanced distribution of 18-FDG-PET and higher sodium MRI signal intensities in tumor indicated the drug induced chemosensitivity measurable by imaging methods. The quantitative criterion distinguished apoptosis-rich and benign or malignant tumor features. Sodium MRI and PET image intensities showed positive correlation with histology and apoptosis indices as rapid drug monitoring time-dependent assay. The approach of MRI/PET imaging and apoptosis correlation was sensitive, tumor specific, accurate reproducible, and precise.
